A search is performed for a vector-like heavy T quark that is produced in pairs and that decays to a top quark and a Higgs boson. The data analysed correspond to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb −1 collected with the CMS detector in proton-proton collisions at √ s = 8 TeV. For T quarks with large mass values the top quarks and Higgs bosons can have significant Lorentz boosts, so that their individual decay products often overlap and merge. Methods are applied to resolve the substructure of such merged jets. Upper limits on the production cross section of a T quark with mass between 500 and 1000 GeV/c 2 are derived. If the T quark decays exclusively to tH, the observed (expected) lower limit on the mass of the T quark is 745 (773) GeV/c 2 at 95% confidence level. For the first time an algorithm is used for tagging boosted Higgs bosons that is based on a combination of jet substructure information and b tagging. 
Introduction
The discovery of a Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV/c 2 [1, 2] motivates the search for exotic states involving the newly discovered particle. The mechanism that stabilizes the mass of the Higgs particle is not entirely clear and could be explained by little Higgs models [3, 4] , models with extra dimensions [5, 6] , and composite Higgs models [5] [6] [7] . These theories predict the existence of heavy vector-like quarks that may decay into top quarks and Higgs bosons. This article presents a search for exotic resonances decaying into Higgs bosons and top quarks. A model of vector-like T quarks with charge 2/3 e, which are produced in pairs by the strong interaction, is used as a benchmark for this analysis.
The left-handed and right-handed components of vector-like quarks transform in the same way under the standard model (SM) symmetry group SU(3) c × SU(2) L × U(1) Y . This allows direct mass terms in the Lagrangian of the form mψψ that do not violate gauge invariance. As a consequence, vector-like quarks do not acquire their mass via Yukawa couplings, in contrast to the other quark families. A fourth generation of chiral fermions, replicating one of the three generations of the SM with identical quantum numbers, is disfavoured by electroweak fits within the framework of the SM [8] . This is because of the large modifications to the Higgs production cross sections and branching fractions, if a single SM-like Higgs doublet is assumed. Vector-like heavy quarks are not similarly constrained by the measurements of the Higgs boson properties [9] .
Vector-like T quarks can decay into three different final states: tH, tZ, and bW [9] . The assumption of decays with 100% branching fraction (B) has been used in various searches by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [10] [11] [12] [13] . Other searches that do not make specific assumptions on the branching fractions have also been performed [14] . In the present analysis the event selection is optimized to be sensitive to exclusive T quark decays to tH. In addition, the results are quoted as a function of the branching fractions to the three decay modes: tH, tZ, and bW.
While searches for T quarks have been performed in leptonic final states [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , this article presents the first analysis that exploits the all-hadronic final state in the search for vector-like quarks. In the SM the Higgs boson decays predominantly into b quark pairs with a branching fraction of 58% for a mass of 125 GeV/c 2 , while the top quark decays almost exclusively into a bottom quark and a W boson, which in turn decays hadronically 67.6% of the time. The main final state is therefore the all-hadronic final state T → tH → (bjj)(bb), where j denotes the light-flavour jets of the W boson decay and b denotes the b-flavour jets from the top quark or Higgs boson decays. For sufficiently large T quark mass values, the decay products can be highly Lorentz-boosted, leading to final states with overlapping and merged jets. In the extreme case, all top quark decay products are merged into a single jet. A similar topology may arise for the Higgs boson decaying into b quarks. In recent years, the methodology of jet substructure analysis has proved to be very powerful in resolving such boosted topologies [15] [16] [17] [18] . For example, the analysis of high-mass Z' resonances decaying into top quark pairs became feasible in the all-hadronic final state as a result of the application of jet substructure methods [19] [20] [21] . A similar strategy is followed in this analysis by applying algorithms for the identification of boosted top quarks (t tagging) and boosted Higgs bosons (H tagging) in combination with algorithms for the identification of b quark jets (b tagging). In particular, the application of b tagging in subjets has enhanced the identification of boosted bb final states, for instance H → bb decays. This is the first analysis to apply an algorithm for tagging boosted Higgs bosons that is based on a combination of jet substructure information and b tagging. listed in Table 1 .
The mass of the Higgs boson in the signal samples is set to 120 GeV/c 2 , as the samples were produced before the discovery of the Higgs boson. The branching fractions of the Higgs boson decays are corrected to the expected values for a Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV/c 2 using the recommendations from Ref. [29] . The difference between the actual mass of the Higgs boson (125 GeV/c 2 ) and the simulated mass (120 GeV/c 2 ) has no impact on the analysis results.
The tt background sample is generated with POWHEG v1.0 [30] [31] [32] interfaced to PYTHIA 6 .426 [33] to simulate the parton shower and hadronisation. All other background samples and the signal samples are simulated with MADGRAPH 5.1 [34] , interfaced with PYTHIA 6.426. The CTEQ6L1 [35] PDF set is used with MADGRAPH, while the POWHEG samples have been produced with CTEQ6M. For PYTHIA, the Z2* tune is used to simulate the underlying event [36] .
Simulated QCD multijet samples are used to validate the estimation of this background from data. These samples are simulated with MADGRAPH in the same way as the other background samples described above.
Event reconstruction
Tracks are reconstructed using an iterative tracking procedure [23] . The primary vertices are reconstructed with a deterministic annealing method [37] from all tracks in the event that are compatible with the location of the proton-proton interaction region. The vertex with the highest ∑(p track T ) 2 is defined as the primary interaction vertex, whose position is determined from an adaptive vertex fit [38] .
The particle-flow event algorithm [39, 40] reconstructs and identifies each individual particle with an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the CMS detector. The energy of photons is directly obtained from the ECAL measurement, corrected for zerosuppression effects. The energy of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at the primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the corresponding ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons spatially compatible with originating from the electron track. The energy of muons is obtained from the curvature of the corresponding track. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combination of their momentum measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for zero-suppression effects and for the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energy.
For each event, hadronic jets are clustered from these reconstructed particles with the infrared and collinear-safe anti-k t algorithm or with the Cambridge-Aachen algorithm (CA jets) [41] . The jet momentum is defined to be the vector sum of all particle momenta in this jet, and is found in the simulation to be within 5% to 10% of the true momentum over the whole p T spectrum and detector acceptance. Jet energy corrections are derived from the simulation, and are confirmed with in situ measurements using the energy balance of dijet and photon+jet events [42] . The jet energy resolution amounts typically to 15% at 10 GeV, 8% at 100 GeV, and 4% at 1 TeV, to be compared to about 40%, 12%, and 5% obtained when the calorimeters are used alone for jet clustering.
The jets contain neutral particles from additional collisions within the same beam crossing (pileup). The contribution from these additional particles is subtracted based on the average expectation of the energy deposited from pileup in the jet area, using the methods described in Ref. [43] .
For the identification of b jets, the combined secondary vertex (CSV) algorithm is used and the medium operating point (CSVM) is applied [44] . With this operating point the b tagging efficiency is 70% and the light flavour jet misidentification rate is 1% in tt events. This algorithm uses information from reconstructed tracks and secondary vertices that are displaced from the primary interaction vertex. The information is combined into a single discriminating variable. The same b tagging algorithm is used in boosted topologies and the corresponding efficiencies and misidentification rates are tested in the relevant samples. More details on b tagging in boosted topologies are given in Section 6.
Analysis strategy
Event selection criteria that make use of novel jet substructure methods are applied to reduce the large background contributions from QCD multijet and tt events in the analysis. The jet substructure methods are described in detail in Section 6 and the event selection criteria are summarized in Section 7.
Two variables are used to distinguish signal from background events after the event selection. These variables are H T and the invariant mass m bb of two b-tagged subjets in Higgs boson candidate jets. High H T values characterize events with large hadronic activity as in the case of signal events.
The shape and normalization of the H T and m bb distributions of QCD multijet events in this analysis are derived using data in signal-depleted sideband regions. The sideband regions are defined by inverting the jet substructure criteria. Closure tests are performed with simulated QCD events to verify that the method predicts the rates and shapes of H T and m bb accurately. The background determination is discussed in detail in Section 8.
The H T and m bb variables are combined into a single discriminator that enhances the sensitivity of the analysis. This combination is performed using a likelihood ratio method, which is described in Section 10.
Two event categories are used in the statistical interpretation of the results: a category with a single Higgs boson candidate and a category with at least two Higgs boson candidates. These are denoted as single and multiple H tag categories. They are chosen as such to be statistically independent and are combined in setting the final limit. For the multiple H tag category, the Higgs boson candidate with the highest transverse momentum is used in the likelihood definition. The procedure of the limit setting is discussed in detail in Section 10.
Jet substructure methods
Because of the large mass of the T quarks, the top quarks and Higgs bosons from T quark decays would have significant Lorentz boosts. Daughter particles of these top quarks are therefore not well separated. In many cases all of the top quark decay products are clustered into a single, large jet by the event reconstruction algorithms. The approximate spread of a hadronic top quark decay can be determined on simulated events from the ∆R distances between the quarks produced during its decay. The four-momenta of the two quarks with the smallest ∆R distance, ∆R(q 1 , q 2 ), are vectorially summed and the ∆R distance between the vector sum and the third quark, ∆R(q 1+2 , q 3 ), is evaluated. The maximum distance between ∆R(q 1 , q 2 ) and ∆R(q 1+2 , q 3 ) indicates the approximate size ∆R bij needed to cluster the entire top quark decay within one single CA jet. For the boosted decays of a Higgs boson in H → bb events, the corresponding quantity can be defined as the angular distance ∆R bb = √ (∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 between the two generated b quarks. Figure 1 shows the distributions of these quantities plotted as a function of the transverse momentum of the top quark and of the Higgs boson, generated from the decay of a T quark with a mass of 1000 GeV/c 2 . This shows that, for large transverse momenta, and hence for large T quark mass values, the decay products from Higgs bosons and top quarks are generally collimated and are difficult to separate using standard jet reconstruction algorithms.
The approach adopted by this analysis is to apply the CA algorithm using a large size parameter R = 1.5, in order to cluster the decay products from top quarks and Higgs bosons into single large CA jets, using an implementation based on FASTJET 3.0 [26] . To identify these so called "top jets" and "Higgs jets", the analysis uses dedicated jet substructure tools, in particular a t tagging algorithm and a H tagging algorithm that relies on b tagging of individual subjets. A more detailed description of these algorithms is provided in the following sections.
Subjet b tagging and H tagging
It is not possible to identify b jets in boosted top quark decays using the standard CMS b tagging algorithms, since these are based on separated, non-overlapping jets. For dense environments where standard jet reconstruction algorithms are not suitable, two dedicated b tagging concepts have been investigated:
• tagging of CA jets, reconstructed using a distance parameter of 0.8 (CA8 jets) or 1.5 (CA15 jets). The 0.8 and the 1.5 jet size parameters are used because they have been found to provide optimal performance for large and for intermediate boost ranges, respectively, as discussed in the following sections.
• tagging of subjets that are reconstructed within CA jets.
The subjets of CA15 jets are reconstructed using the "filtering algorithm" [15] , splitting jets into subjets based on an angular distance of R = 0.3. Only the three highest p T subjets are retained. 
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Figure 2: Performance of the CSV b tagging algorithm in simulated events with CA15 jets and with subjets within the same CA15 jet. The misidentification probability for inclusive QCD jets is shown versus the b tagging efficiency for boosted top quarks originating from T quark decays, for CA15 jet transverse momentum ranges of (left) 200 < p T < 400 GeV/c and (right) 800 < p T < 1000 GeV/c.
This filtering algorithm has been found to provide the best mass resolution when compared to other jet grooming algorithms for CA15 jets. Subjets of CA8 jets are reconstructed using the pruning algorithm [45] , that is found to give the best performance for the reduced jet size.
For the application of b tagging to CA jets, tracks in a wide region around the jet axis are considered. The association region corresponds to the size of the CA jet. For the application of b tagging to subjets, tracks in a region of ∆R < 0.3 around the subjet axis are used by the b tagging algorithm. This is the cone size employed by the standard CMS b tagging algorithms, and has also been found to give good performance for subjet b tagging.
The advantage of subjet b tagging is that it allows two subjets within a single CA jet to be identified as b jets. This is the main component of the H tagging algorithm that distinguishes between boosted Higgs bosons decaying to bb and boosted top quarks. Figure 2 shows the performance of subjet b tagging compared to CA15 jet b tagging for events with boosted top quarks that originate from T quark decays. The choice of the clustering algorithm and the cone size is driven by the t tagging algorithm, described in Section 6.2. The b tagging efficiency is plotted versus the misidentification probability for inclusive QCD jets. Two different regions of transverse jet momentum are shown. It can be seen that subjet b tagging outperforms the CA15 jet b tagging.
Algorithm performance
For the identification of boosted Higgs bosons, two subjets must be b tagged and their invariant mass must be greater than 60 GeV/c 2 . Both CA8 jets and CA15 jets are considered. The performance of the H tagging algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 for two different regions of transverse jet momentum. The tagging efficiency is shown versus the misidentification probability for inclusive QCD jets. Figure 4 shows the performance obtained when evaluating the misidentification probability from tt events. The performance of the standard b tagging algorithm based on AK5 jets is also shown. A CA15 jet is considered as satisfying the H tagging requirement if two AK5 jets satisfy the b tagging requirement and have a ∆R distance <1.1 from the CA15 jet. Overall, subjet b tagging is found to provide better performance than b tagging based on AK5 jets. The choice of the optimal CA jet size parameter R depends on the p T region considered. A size of R = 1.5 is found to be optimal for most signal mass hypotheses and is chosen for the analysis.
Scale factors
The subjet b tagging efficiency has been measured in data using a sample of semileptonic tt events. Scale factors have been derived to correct the efficiency predicted by simulation to that measured in data. The "flavor-tag consistency" (FTC) method [44] has been used to measure these scale factors. The FTC method requires consistency between the number of b-tagged jets in data and simulation for boosted top quark events. A maximum likelihood fit is performed in which the b tagging efficiency scale factor SF b and the tt cross section are free parameters. Usually the light flavour misidentification scale factor SF light is fixed to a value obtained independently, but in this case the simultaneous fit of SF light , SF b , and the tt cross section has been performed for the first time. This method relies on simulation for the flavour of the subjets. A systematic uncertainty of 2% in the subjet flavour composition is taken into account. Higgs bosons decaying into b quark pairs can be obtained in data, the validation procedure is based on the selection of a pure sample of W bosons.
The selection of semileptonic tt events requires a muon and a b-tagged AK5 jet. In addition, one CA15 jet is required to be selected by the t tagging algorithm (see Section 6.2). The ttagged jet must have exactly one b-tagged subjet. The two subjets that are not b-tagged are used to calculate the invariant mass of a W boson candidate. The distribution of the W boson candidate mass is shown in Fig. 5 . The shape of the W boson candidate mass distribution is the same in data and simulation and no additional scale factors or systematic uncertainties are assigned.
t tagging
The HEPTOPTAGGER algorithm, described in Ref. [18] , is applied based on the implementation in FASTJET 3.0 [26] . The algorithm uses CA15 jets as input. This choice of jet size is suitable for the region of phase space with intermediate boosts (with a jet p T slightly above 200 GeV/c). When the T quark mass is below 1 TeV/c 2 , a considerable fraction of the decay products populate the intermediate boost range. Such resolved events could in principle be reconstructed with standard methods using AK5 jets. The HEPTOPTAGGER provides a seamless transition between the non-boosted and boosted domains.
For each jet, the HEPTOPTAGGER analyses the substructure by stepping backward through the clustering history of the jet in an iterative procedure until the conditions for splitting are no longer fulfilled and the subjets are not split any further. The filtering algorithm is applied to each combination of three subjets that are found. The filtering algorithm reclusters the constituents with a variable distance parameter R filt = min(0.3, ∆R ij /2), where i and j are the closest subjets in ∆R in the subjet triplet. The five reclustered subjets with the largest p T are retained and the sum yields the invariant mass of the top quark candidate. The configuration that has an invariant mass closest to the top quark mass is chosen. The constituents of the five leading reclustered subjets are further reclustered using the exclusive CA algorithm, which forces the jet to have exactly three final subjets. The HEPTOPTAGGER uses these three final subjets and selects top quark jets based on the pairwise and three-way subjet masses. Selections are applied in the two-dimensional plane defined by the ratio m 23 /m 123 and the arctangent of m 13 /m 12 . Here m 23 is the pairwise mass of the second and third leading subjets. The variables m 12 , m 13 , and m 123 are defined in a similar fashion. The distribution of events in this plane is shown for simulated tt events in Fig. 6 (left) and for a mixture of background (boson+jets, diboson, single-top, tt all-hadronic, and tt leptonic) events in Fig. 6 (right). A region with a well enhanced structure is only present for tt events. The region is highlighted by the thick black lines in Fig. 6 . This structure can be used to suppress backgrounds that do not contain boosted top quarks by rejecting events that lie outside of this region. Additionally, a selection on the top candidate mass, 140 < m 123 < 250 GeV/c 2 , is applied. Another populated region shows up below and to the left of the selected region because of unmerged top decays. This contribution disappears for boosted top quarks above p T > 300 GeV/c.
Algorithm performance
The selection criteria used in the algorithm are varied iteratively and the efficiency and mistag rate are calculated for each iteration. The minimum mistag rate for a given signal efficiency is shown in Fig. 7 . The HEPTOPTAGGER curve is determined by fixing the m 123 selection (140 < m 123 < 250 GeV/c 2 ) and varying the width of the region selected by the algorithm. The other curve is obtained by applying simultaneously the HEPTOPTAGGER and the subjet b tagging criteria and varying their requirements. Details of these selection criteria are given in Ref. [46] . Three working points are defined as indicated by markers in the figure. The working point used in this analysis is WP2, which is defined by the standard HEPTOPTAGGER criteria in addition to a b-tagged subjet identified with the CSVM b tagging algorithm. The other working points (WP1 and WP0) use relaxed HEPTOPTAGGER criteria and relaxed b tagging, and are used to validate the scale factor measurements which are described in the following section.
Scale factors
A semileptonic tt sample is used to study boosted hadronic top quark decays in data. This sample is then used to measure data to simulation scale factors for the t tagging efficiency using WP2. This procedure was introduced in Ref. [19] . The tt sample is defined by requiring one muon and at least one b-tagged AK5 jet. Additionally, a top quark candidate CA15 jet is required, with high transverse momentum p T > 200 GeV/c and with at least one b-tagged subjet. This semileptonic selection is very pure and background contributions are negligible. The efficiency of the HEPTOPTAGGER is determined as the fraction of top quark candidate CA15 jets that pass all of the tagging requirements. These measurements yield scale factors ranging from 0.85 to 1.15 depending on the p T and the η of the jet.
Event selection
The H T variable used in the analysis is calculated from the transverse momenta of all subjets within the reconstructed CA15 jets with p T > 150 GeV/c. This definition is more accurate than that used in the trigger because particle-flow reconstruction is exploited. A threshold of H T > 720 GeV/c is applied in the offline analysis as the trigger is almost fully efficient above this value. The simulation is corrected to match the data by weighting events based on the ratio between the trigger efficiency calculated in data and in simulation. The systematic uncertainty introduced by this procedure is discussed in Section 9.
The full event selection requires the following criteria to be fulfilled:
• At least one CA15 jet must be t-tagged by the HEPTOPTAGGER algorithm and must • At least one CA15 jet must have p T > 150 GeV/c and must be H-tagged (at least two subjets identified by the CSVM b tagging algorithm). The invariant mass of the two b-tagged subjets has to be larger than 60 GeV/c 2 . This jet must not be identical to the top-quark candidate jet.
As mentioned in Section 5, the event selection is split further into two categories: single and multiple H tags.
The number of reconstructed CA15 jets predicted by simulation with p T > 150 GeV/c is shown in the left plot of Fig. 8 , while the right plot shows the number of jets passing the t tagging criteria. In the following figures the hatched regions indicate the statistical uncertainty in the simulated background. The signal hypotheses are represented by the solid and dashed lines. The impact of subjet b tagging is visible in Fig. 9 . The left plot shows the number of t-tagged CA15 jets with a subjet b tag, while the right plot shows the number of H-tagged jets for events that have at least one t-tagged CA15 jet with a subjet b tag. These figures demonstrate the strong reduction of QCD multijet background by the jet substructure criteria.
The number of selected events for each signal sample of the benchmark model and the selection efficiencies, derived from simulated events, are given in Table 1 .
Background estimation
The tt background is evaluated from simulated events, corrected for differences between data and simulation in b tagging and trigger efficiencies described above. The uncertainties in the normalization and shape of tt events are discussed in Section 9. Background contributions from ttH and hadronically decaying W/Z plus heavy flavour processes are found to be below 1% and are neglected.
The QCD multijet background is estimated in data using a two-dimensional sideband extrapolation. In this method, two uncorrelated criteria in the event selection are inverted to obtain sideband regions that are enriched in QCD multijet events and depleted in signal events. Inverting each criterion individually, as well as both at the same time, results in three exclusive sideband regions, denoted A, B and C:
• Sideband region B is obtained by inverting the selection criteria of the HEPTOP-TAGGER algorithm. The top quark mass window as well as all requirements on the pairwise subjet mass in the HEPTOPTAGGER are inverted. Events outside of the selected region shown in Fig. 6 (Section 6) are used to define the inverted HEPTOP-TAGGER control region, while the events that are inside define the signal region. Details of these selection criteria of the HEPTOPTAGGER are given in Section 6 and [46] .
• Sideband region C is obtained by inverting the H tagging algorithm. Only events with zero H tags are selected and the requirement on the pairwise subjet mass is removed.
• Sideband region A is obtained by inverting both the H tagging and the t tagging algorithms as described above.
• Events in the signal region D have all tagging requirements applied.
The tt contamination in the sideband regions amounts to a maximum of 8% in region C. This is accounted for by subtracting the tt contribution predicted by the simulation in each of the sideband regions. Backgrounds due to ttH and hadronically decaying W/Z plus heavy flavour processes are found to have a negligible contribution in the sideband regions. A signal injection test has been performed to evaluate the impact of a hypothetical signal on the background model. It has been found that the signal contamination in the sideband regions leads to a small effect of less than 1.4% for m T = 700 GeV/c 2 on the measured QCD multijet event rate, and therefore the possible signal contamination in the sideband regions is neglected in the analysis.
The QCD multijet yield in the signal region is calculated as
where R A denotes the rate of events in sideband A. The tt contamination in the sideband regions is subtracted. The event rates in the three sideband regions and the signal region are provided in Table 2 . The resulting predictions of the QCD multijet backgrounds are given in Table 3 for the two event categories.
The closure of this method is verified with simulated QCD multijet events. As the method assumes the selection criteria defining the sideband regions to be uncorrelated, the following condition must be fulfilled:
According to simulation, the ratios are R A /R B = 185 ± 5 (1417 ± 97) and R C /R D = 185 ± 17 (1203 ± 250) for the single (multi) H tag event category. The quoted uncertainties are statistical. It can be seen that the ratios agree within the statistical uncertainties. The largest uncertainties occur in the R C /R D ratio and are about 10 (20)% for the single (multi) H tag category.
In addition to the event yields, the shapes of the H T and m bb distributions for the QCD multijet processes are also derived from the sideband regions. For both the H T and m bb variables the sideband region B (inverted t tagger) is used. The expected contribution from tt events is subtracted from the sideband.
Closure is also verified for the shape of H T and m bb distributions in the signal and sideband regions. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the H T and m bb shapes in the sideband and signal regions for the single and the multiple H tag event categories. The distributions agree within statistical uncertainties.
The method has also been validated in data. The shapes of the simulated H T and m bb distributions in the signal region agree well with the predicted distributions in data. The absolute rate of events shows a disagreement between simulation and the data-derived rate of a factor of two. This disagreement is taken into account when assigning systematic uncertainties in the background, as explained in Section 9.
Systematic uncertainties
As the analysis relies on simulation for the tt background prediction, a careful evaluation of uncertainties affecting both the normalization and shape of the tt background events is needed. This is also required for the simulated signal events.
The QCD multijet background is obtained from data. The rate and shape of the tt background have an effect on the measurement of the QCD multijet background because the tt contamination in the sideband region is subtracted from data.
The detailed list of systematic uncertainties is given below. Most of these uncertainties have an impact on both the shapes and normalization of the sensitive variables H T and m bb , while the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity only affects the normalization. The uncertainties are summarized in Table 4 .
• b tagging scale factor uncertainties: based on the measurements described in Sec- tion 6.1 and Ref. [47] , scale factors with their corresponding uncertainties are applied to simulated samples. The scale factor uncertainties for the b tagging efficiency depend on p T and η. The typical size of these uncertainties is between 1 and 2% while the mistag rate uncertainty is around 15%. The b tagging scale factor uncertainties affect both the normalization and shape of the tt background and signal events. Depending on the sample and signal mass point, the impact of the b tagging scale factor uncertainty on the expected number of selected signal and tt events is 5 to 8% while the impact of the mistag scale factor uncertainty is 0.3 to 4%.
• HEPTOPTAGGER scale factor uncertainty: the efficiency of the HEPTOPTAGGER has been measured and compared to simulation to derive scale factors as described in Section 6.2. The uncertainties in these scale factor measurements are between 3 and 6%, and are parameterized as a function of p T . These uncertainties affect both the normalization and shape of the tt background and signal events. The impact on the expected number of signal and tt events is 0.4 to 2.3%.
• Jet energy corrections: dedicated energy corrections for CA15 jets are not available. Therefore, the energy corrections for jets reconstructed with the anti-k T algorithm with size parameter R = 0.7 (AK7) [25] have been used [42] . It has been verified that these corrections are valid by comparing the reconstructed jets in simulation to the corresponding generator level jets where exactly the same clustering and grooming algorithms have been applied. The ratio between reconstructed and generated momentum for these jets is found to be consistent with unity, with variations that are less than 4%. The impact of the uncertainty on the jet energy scale of filtered CA15 jets is evaluated by varying the jet four-momentum up and down by the jet energy scale uncertainties of AK7 jets, with an additional 4% systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty in the subjet energy scale is assumed to be similar to the energy scale uncertainty of AK5 jets. The impact on the expected number of selected tt and signal events is less than 0.5% for CA15 jets and less than 5% for subjets.
• PDF uncertainties: simulated tt events are weighted according to the uncertainties parameterized by the CTEQ6 eigenvectors [35] . The shifts produced by the individual eigenvectors are added in quadrature in each bin of the H T and m bb distributions. The resulting uncertainty in the number of expected tt events ranges from 2.4 to 8%.
• Scale uncertainties: the impact of the renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties on the tt simulation has been studied using tt event samples generated with two different values of these scales (moving them simultaneously up or down by a factor of two relative to the nominal value). It has been verified that this uncertainty has no impact on the shapes of H T and m bb distributions within the statistical uncertainties of the simulated samples. The resulting impact on the selected number of tt events is 34%.
• QCD multijet background normalization: the normalization and shape of QCD multijet events do not show any discrepancy between the predicted and observed shapes in the signal region based on the closure test with simulated events, as discussed in Section 8. The comparison of the simulated sidebands with data shows a very good agreement of the shapes as well, but the normalization is not in agreement. Therefore a systematic uncertainty in the normalization of QCD multijet events is taken into account. This uncertainty is derived from the statistical precision of the closure test, which is limited by the finite size of simulated event samples. The uncertainty in the single H tag category is 10% while the uncertainty is 20% in the multi H tag category. The only systematic uncertainty in the shape of the QCD multijet background arises from the subtraction of tt events. The effect of the tt scale uncertainty on the estimation of the QCD multijet background is less than 1%. Uncertainties in the tt simulation and the corresponding propagated uncertainties in the QCD multijet prediction are treated as correlated, but they have opposite effects.
• Trigger reweighting: a scale factor SF trig is applied to correct for the different behaviour between data and simulation in the region in which the trigger is not fully efficient. A systematic uncertainty in the scale factor is obtained by varying SF trig by ±0.5(1 − SF trig ). This uncertainty does not affect the plateau region of the trigger, where SF trig = 1. This uncertainty is taken into account both as a shape and as a rate 
uncertainty. It only affects the low H T range. The impact on the event yield is 3.5%.
• Luminosity: an uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of 2.6% is taken into account [48] .
• Cross section of the tt background: an uncertainty of 13% is assigned to the tt cross section. This uncertainty is obtained with the technique used in the differential tt cross section measurement [49] for large invariant mass values of the tt system. Figure 11 shows the comparison between data and the expected background contributions for the single and multiple H tag event categories after all event selection criteria are applied. In the multiple H tag category only the Higgs boson candidate with the highest transverse momentum is used. The QCD multijet background has been derived from data as discussed in Section 8. Signal samples at three different mass points are also shown. In these plots only signal samples in which all T quarks decay into a top quark and a Higgs boson are shown.
Results
Based on the expected distributions for the background and signal models for H T and m bb , a discriminating quantity L is calculated for each event, where
The P variables represent the probability densities for the signal or background hypotheses. The P back values are obtained from the sum of the simulated tt and QCD multijet background distributions because other background contributions are found to be negligible, as discussed in Section 8. For the signal hypothesis, the P sig values are obtained from simulated H T and m bb distributions for each signal mass point. A binned likelihood method is used where the values for the P variables are taken from histograms. The distribution of this variable is shown in Fig. 12 for data compared to the background prediction and signal hypotheses, for both the single and multiple H tag categories. As the signal model is included in the discriminator, each No signal-like excess is observed in data. Bayesian upper limits [50] on the T quark production cross section are obtained with the Theta framework [51] . The nuisance parameters are assigned to the sources of systematic uncertainties reported in Section 9, which are taken into account as global normalization uncertainties and as shape uncertainties where applicable. The shape uncertainties are taken into account by interpolating between the nominal and ±1 σ templates of the likelihood distributions. Figure 13 shows the observed and expected limits on the T pair production cross section, for the hypothesis of an exclusive branching fraction B(T → tH) = 100% using the combination of both the single and multiple H tag event categories. T quarks exclusively decaying into tH and with mass values below 745 GeV/c 2 are excluded at 95% confidence level (CL), with an expected exclusion limit of 773 GeV/c 2 . Due to the lower background contamination, the multiple H tag event category provides the largest contribution to the achieved sensitivity.
In evaluating limits, the other decay modes of the T quark must be considered. For mixed branching fractions there are six distinct final states: tHtH, tHtZ, tHbW, bWbW, bWtZ, tZtZ. Three of these final states contain at least one tH decay. This means that the single H tag category of this analysis is sensitive also to non-exclusive branching fractions. Furthermore, we also expect some sensitivity to tZ decays because the mass of the Z boson differs from the mass of the Higgs boson by only 35 GeV/c 2 and because it decays into b quark pairs with a branching fraction of 15.6%. A selection efficiency of 4.5% is found for the tHtZ final state, 3% for tHbW, and 2% for tZtZ for a T quark mass of 800 GeV/c 2 . These efficiencies are calculated in the same way as those for tHtH in Table 1. A dedicated optimization is not performed for the non-exclusive decay modes. Nevertheless, exclusion limits are calculated for all branching fractions from a scan of all allowed values. Simulated signal samples have been produced for each set of branching fractions used in the scan. Table 5 : Observed and expected lower limits on the mass of the T quark (in GeV/c 2 ) for a range of T quark branching fraction hypotheses listed in the first three columns. Only combinations for which an observed limit is found are reported. When the limit lies below the scanned mass region between 500 and 1000 GeV/c 2 a value of < 500 is indicated. Observed and expected lower limits on the mass of the T quark for different branching fractions are listed in Table 5 and shown in Fig. 14 . Table 5 shows only those branching fractions for which actual mass limits exist (where the theory curve crosses the limit curve). A good sensitivity is achieved for T → tH branching fractions down to 80%. The observed and expected limits on the production cross section for different branching fractions are given in Table 6 and shown in Fig. 15 . 
CMS
Expected T quark mass limit (GeV/c 2 ) Figure 14 : Branching fraction triangle with observed upper limits (left) and expected limits (right) for the T quark mass. Every point in the triangle corresponds to a particular set of branching fraction values subject to the constraint that all three add up to one. The branching fraction for each mode decreases from one at the corner labelled with the specific decay mode to zero at the opposite side of the triangle. 
Observed T 500 GeV/c 2 x-sec limit (pb) 
Observed T 1000 GeV/c 2 x-sec limit (pb) 
Expected T 1000 GeV/c 2 x-sec limit (pb) Figure 15 : Branching fraction triangle with observed (top) and expected (bottom) limits on the T quark pair production cross section for three different T quark mass hypotheses: 500 (left), 700 (middle), and 1000 GeV/c 2 (right). Every point in the triangle corresponds to a particular set of branching fraction values subject to the constraint that all three add up to one. The branching fraction for each mode decreases from one at the corner labelled with the specific decay mode to zero at the opposite side of the triangle.
Summary
A search for heavy resonances decaying to top quarks and Higgs bosons has been performed using proton-proton collisions recorded with the CMS detector at √ s = 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb −1 . The benchmark model considered is a heavy vectorlike T quark that decays into bW, tZ, and tH in all-hadronic final states. The analysis makes use of jet substructure techniques including algorithms for the identification of boosted top quarks, boosted Higgs bosons, and subjet b tagging. Results are presented for exclusive T quark decay modes as well as for non-exclusive branching fractions. If the heavy T quark has a branching fraction of 100% for T → tH, the observed (expected) exclusion limit on the mass of the T quark is 745 (773) GeV/c 2 at 95% confidence level. These results are the first to exploit the all-hadronic final state in the search for vector-like quarks, and provide limits that are competitive with analyses involving leptonic final states.
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